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A, Scope, of St:udy 
Tl).e quantum mechanical tunneling between two superconductors sepa-
rated by an insulating barrier, reported by Giaever (1,2), was a land-
mark experiment _because it offered a definitive met:hod,for measuring the 
energy gap.in a superconductor. Since th~t time many experiments have· 
been reported on various· aspects· of the tunneling phenomenon, . H:oweyer, 
little work has been done on determining the characteristics of the in .... 
sulating barrier. It was the.scope of tl;lis study to determine some of 
these characteristics and·. to study the effect of a barrier modification 
on the superconducting tunneling properties. The barrier characteris-
tics .were studied by two methods. One method was.to vary the pE!,rEj.meters 
of the system used to make.the insulator, and the other method was to 
measure its thickness. The barrier was modiUed by aging the tunneling 
junctions, at room temperature in various atmospheres and by completely 
destroying the insulator in small regions by·a transient electrical dis .. 
charge. It was found that when the barrier was.modified by these 
methods, subharmonic structure appeared in some cases and in other cases 
relatively large superconducting filaments fortned across the insulating 
region. An explanation of the origin of the subhannonic structure was 
sought, and.a study of the critical current in the filaments was made, 
A method for increasing the room temperature lifetime of.the tunneling 
1 
2 
junctions has been developed. 
B. Fabricatton of Tunneling Devices 
The tunneling sample consists of two lead films being separated by, 
an oxide layer. The fabrication process is.as follows: A l~ad film is 
evaporated onto a glass, substrate; the oxide layer is formed by a plasma 
glow discharge; anc;l ;a second meta.1 ·is evaporated onto the oxide baJ:"rier~ 
The curr;ent which flows · thl:',ough an insulating barrier between two me1;:al 
! ·' ; ' '. ' , 
pl~te~ depend,·. exponentially. on t}:le barrier thickness. In order to .ob-
tain an ea~ily measured current level, the barrier thickness should be 
on the ordel:' of 100X or less (3). In this study, as well a,s past· st4dies 
(4,6,), the oxide harrier'formed yields the desired results. 
Other investigators •(S) have·formed the oxide by exposing the.metal 
film ~o t~e atmosphere, or tq air at s9me reduced pressure. The plas~a 
glow 4ischarge . (6) ·is· a· more desirable method due. to the better cc;mtr<;>l 
of .the parameters.· Furthermore, with thi~ method one can use gases 
other than air. By using other g~se.s. such ,as Nitroge~ and Argon, it was, 
found that an oxide barrier m,t;ist be present. to form a t\,lnneling junct;:ion. 
in the lead film system. 
C. Discusdon of the Tunneling Process 
One of the salient ,feat4res of'the :SCS Theory (7) is the theoreti-
cal prediction of the energy gap in,a superconductor (8). Giaever (1,2) . . ' 
first -reported· .the· exper:f_mental evidence for the energy gap as ,measured . 
by tunneling.· 
When two normal metals are separated by an insulating barrier, a 
tunneling current appears simultaneously with the appli~ation of an emf. 
3 
However, when one or .both metals_ ·are a supercQnductor, the cu,rr~nt is. 
very small until the applied emf reacl:1,es a poteqtial which is .related tQ 
6:; the BCS enel;'gy gap. This phenomenon.is illustrated in curve A of 
Figure 1. Note that t~e current-voltage characteristic is no'I: linear. 
Tq.is is due·t(;) th~ rapidly varying density of single particle electroqic 
states (s) in a superc9nductor. The single particle states of an elec-
tron in. a solid are called quasiparticle . state.a due to t~e po]..arization 
induced by the coulombic inteti:!,ctiqn (8).. The density of states is the 
number of electroll states per unit energy, similar t(;) th:e electron states 
in the .Fermi (;as '.model (8) ~ · · Figure 2 is_ a schema~ic representation of. 
the semiconductor.model of superconducting tunneling.· The density _of 
electron pair st,tes ,is plo_tted on the horizontal .scale as a function of 
energy on the vertical scale with tq.e shaded.region being the filled 
stat~s •· S1,1percond'!Jcting tunneling can be. partially expl,.ained using this 
model. When the.applied emf is less.tllan 26~ a.q1,1asiparticle cannot tt,tn-
nel across,the barrier due to the absence of an empty state on the.other 
side. ·· When the applied potential is ~ 26, · tunneling can. occur since at , 
' ' 
this potential e,nough energy is su,ppli,.ed t,q break up BCS elect;~m pairs 
thus f9rming quasi-particles which car:i tunnel. 
The tunneling phenomenon also yields ,a meaeure -of the dei;i:s~t.y .of : 
sta.tes (;3). The tunneling current is given by 
I = l 1 _: p (E) p (E + .eV) [f (E) - f (E + eV)] dE 
e~ 
(I-;1) 
where f(E;) is ,the Fermi function with EF = o, 
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Figure 2. Semiconductor Model of Tunneling 
6 
and pis the ratio between the superconducting and normal density of 
states given by (3) 
(I-3) 
and ~N is the normal resistance of the junction, e is the electron 
charge, Eis the electron energy, Vis the applied voltqge and 2~ is the 
energy gap from BCS theory. Assuming one.could solve Equation (I-1) for 
dI/dV, one could calculate the.dens:t.ty of states from a. d+/dV measure-
ment. Giaever (9) has solved Equation (I-1) for a normal metal-insula-
tor-superconductor system. His result at absolute zero temperature is 
d INS 
CNN 
eV eV > ~ = 
[(eV)2 - ~2]~ dV 
(I-4) 
-= 0 eV < ~ 
where CNN is the conductance when both metals are normal. Because the 
2~ transition in the I-V curves is smeared out.rather than sharp, the 
derivative measurement gives a better .value for 2~ than does the I-V 
measurement. Thus a measurement of the derivative yields the density of 
states. Figure 3 is an example of a dV/dI versus V curve, dV/dI being 
measured because of the experimental difficulty of measuring dI/dV. 
When the barrier has been modified as discussed in Section I, the 
room temperature resistance of the junction changes. Figure 4 displays 
the room temperature resi,stance versus the time the junction is out of 
the cryogenic system. The sharp decrease.in Rat 1.75 hours seems to in-
dicate a breakdown in the barrier in a small region at the edge of the 
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the two plates. The 4.2°K 1-V characteristics of this effect are dis-
played by curve Bin Figure l where there.is considerable current at V 
less than 2~. The filament in Figure 1 is not a superconductor, although 
in many cases the filaments are superconductors. 
Prior to this study and that of Giaever and Zeller (10), the excess 
current phenomenon was considered a nuisance to the study of the tunnel-
ing phenomena. The excess currents arose in junctions in a random way 
due to some unusual circumstance either in the fabrication, measurement, 
system, or handling of the junctions (11). 
One of the dominant features of junctions with excess current (i.e., 
curve B, Figure 1) is the appearance of subharmonic structure as seen in 
Figure 5. The peaks occur at ~2~/N where N is an integer hence the term 
subharmonic structure. This study indicates that a filament, although 
not necessarily a superconducting filament, can cause the appearance of 
SHS (Subharmonic Structure), but the 2~/N structure does not depend in 
any apparent way on the method used to generate the filament. 
An explanation for the SHS, presented in a number of references 
(10,11,12) has for its foundation the a.c. Josephson current (3), which 










= N2eV (I-6) 
Hence, when the applied voltage is varied such that N2eV = 2~, pairs 
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26. The problem arises that 
eV 26 = -2N (I-7) 
yields only the even subharmonic series. The odd series is explained by 
an interaction of the Jos.ephson radiation with the single particle tun-
neling current. The objection to this explanation of SHS is that two 
separate mecha,nisms are used.to e~plain a single.phenomenon which is in-
dependent of the method used.to generate it. 
Finally~ the critical current densities of the filaments, mentioned, 
in Section A, have been investigated, The results indicate that the 
superconducting filament~ are lead as ·opposed to some alloy or mi~ed 
material and that the critical current densities are orders o.f magnitude 
greater than.those of the thin film plates. Further evidence.indicates 
that the.non-superconducting filaments exhibit semiconducting character-




This chapter .describes all of the experimental apparatus, its use 
as it pertains to this study, and some of the various.experimental pro-
cedures applied in the course of this study. When a procedure was unique 
to a particular sample, it will be described along with the data for 
that sample in Chapter III. Unless. a specific manufacturer is mentioned, 
the apparatus was constructed specifi~ally for this and one other pre-
vious study (13). 
A. Substrate Preparation 
The sample, illust.rated in Figure 6, consists of two lead films 
evaporated onto a glass substrate and separated by an oxide layer. The 
substrate was cut from standard 1 mm thick microscope slides and then 
was washed in alcohol. The contacts were formed by painting Bright 
Gold, an Englehard product, onto the substrate which was then fired at 
0 550 C for 2 hours. The substrates were then scrubbed in hot tap water 
and Alconox and were placed with the number end down in a cleaning hold-
er. The holder with the samples was then immediately placed in a beaker 
of disti,lled water. Next the holder was alternately rotated in a beaker 
of hot Alconox solution and rinsed with hot tap water for 2 or 3 cycles 
and then was rinsed 3 times in distilled water and once in ethyl alcohol. 
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Figure 6. Typical Tunneling Junction Sample 
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ratus consisted of a. 3000 ml beaker with a copper water. circulati.ng c<;>il 
inserted near the top and about 500 ml of isopropyl alcohol boiling in 
the bottom. After the cleaning procedure, the prepared substrates were 
placed in vials for storage. 
B. Film Fabrication System 
The entire sample fabricating vacuum chamber is illustrated in 
Figure 7. The lead films were formed by vaporizing a lead charge wit~ . 
.,70 amps passing through a R. D. Mathis Company S8AOOSW tungsten boat. 
The current was supplied by a Todd Electric ll36100B ·high current trans-
former and was varied with a.Powerstat Variac. The lead was degased for 
about 40 secs during which time the shutter was closed; then, by use of 
a magnet from the outside, the shutter was opened for 10 to 20 sec and 
0 
lead was deposited on the substrate.at a rate varying from 26 to 80 A/sec 
as illustrated in Table I. The rate varied as the amount of lead in the 
boat decreas.ed. · 
The·charge was Marz grade lead from Materials Research Corporation 
prepared by severely etching in equal parts hydrogen peroxide and glacial · 
acetic acid, After etching, .the lead was rinsed in distilled water .con-
taining a small amount of acetic acid to prevent scale build up on t'h,e 
surface during evaporation, The Variac was set at 20% (22 VAC on the 
primary of transformer) for both degas and deposition procedures. The 
lead stripe size was determined by 2 molybdenum masks attached to the 
mask platform and positioned by the mask platfqrm feedthrough. O~e mask 
had a .092 cm opening forming Stripe O, and the other had three .012 cm 
openings forming Stripes 1, 2, and 3 thus making the junction area 
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TABLE I 
LEN) DEPOSITION RATE 
Trans·fopner • 
Degas Deposition Primary 
Sample Time T:i,me Current 0 
Number Sec. Sec Amps A/Sec, 
568 40 20 2.98 · 69 
569 30 15 2.95 57 
571 30 15 "'3 6'9 
572 30 15 2.9 69 
573 30 15 2.85 69 
574 30 15 2.85 75 
575 30 15 2.8 75 
576 30 15 2.8 89 
578 30 15 2.75 83 
New Lead Charge Added to Boat 
579 so 10 3.05 26 
580 40 15 3.05 25 
581 40 20 3.0 36 
582 40 20 3.0 36 
583 40 20 3.0 45 
.. 
584 40 70 3.0 46 
585 40 20 2.98 46, 
586 40 15 3.0 55 
17 
e. Vacuum and Gas Handling System 
The vacuum system, illustrated in Figure 8, was capable of evacua~ 
ting the evaporation chamber to a pre~sure of ~6 x 10-7 torr which was 
measured with a Veeco RG 75P Ion Gauge controlled by a Veeco Type RG-31A 
controller. The thermocouple gauge, which was also controlled by the 
RG-31A, was a Veeco DV-lM, The lead films were deposited with a pressure 
-6 which was < 2.0 x 10 torr prior to evaporation and which went to 
.,4 x 10-6 torr during evaporation. 
The glass diffusion pump was similar to the.eve GF-26 which had a 
pumping speed of 26 liters per second, The sytem was cycled to.room 
pressure.by closing gate valve V3 and bleeding up to atmosphere with dry 
oxygen through valves Vl, V2 and V6. Th~ number Vl and·V2 valves were 
also used to let oxygen into the system for the plasma glow discharge 
which formed the oxide barrier. The capillary had ~n approximate volume 
of 70 mm3 , with this volume at 25 PSI above atmospheric pressure raising 
the pressure in the system to "'100microns. The oxygen from the supply. 
bottle was passed through a "U" tube in a dewar of dry ice and acetone 
0 thus trapping impuritie~ with a condensation temperature above -56.6 e. 
The vacuum system used was similar to that m;;ed in a previous work (13). 
D. Oxide-Forming System 
A plasma glow discharge was used for forming the oxide barrier as 
well as cleaning the substrate prior to evaporation of the lead films. 
This technique has been used by other investigators (14) to form the in-
sulating barrier. After the o2 gas was bled into the system as describ-
ed in the previous section, the two discharge electrodes A and Bin 
Figure 7 were biased negatively with respect to the top plate of the 
Thermocouple 
Gauge 
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vacuum system and hence the mask platform. Wh~n the high voltage primary 
Variac was.set at; 100%, th~ pos::l.t:ioQ. for substrate cleaning, a 1675 volt 
potential was.developed between.the negative electrodes anc;l positive mask. 
plat~orm.and llrhen the Variac was set,at.32%, the position for oxide for-
mation, a 480 volt.pot;ent:ial was developed. It ;Wal:! found that tilting 
the negative electrodes "'15 degrees from the vertical improved the oxide. 
The glow c;lischarge wa.s,maintairied for "'200 seconds during cleaning and· 
from 10 to 15 sec during oxic;le fot,;nation. The junction rijs;istance as a 
ft,mc tion of -oxidation time wil 1 be di!:! cussed in . the resul t.s section. 
E. Film Thickness Measur~ment Apparatus 
The film thickness was determined by measuring the film resistat:tce 
both before ~nd after oxidation by the 4 probe tecq.nique·and the bridge· 
technique, The measurement circuit fa .illustrated in Figure 9. In the 
4 probe.technique the.cut'r~nt was determined by i;nea~uring the volt~ge 
across a.100 ohm ±1% resistor, and the voltage drop across-the film was 
measured directly. A reversing switch was•used to determine the.effect 
of :any rectification in the contact$. · For comparis~m, the resif:itance 
was.measured directly with a Le~qs·and Northrup 4760 Bridge on both pair 
of leads A, Band C, D. Th~ 6V supply and Keithley Voltmeters were out 
of the .circ4it wheri tq.e bridge wa,s used, and the bridge.was out of the 
~ircuit when the 4 probe technique was used. 
The electrical contact to the. film was mad~ ,with AWG 1(24 stranded 
copper _wire connected to a stainle'?s s.teel sleeve which was connected to . 
the top feedthrough in Figure 7. On the inside of the vacuum system 
con.nection was. made from stainless steel sle.eves to phosphor bronze 






























Figure 9. Schematic Diagram of Film Thickness Measurement 
Circuit 
20 
made contact with the gold or the lead which was evaporated onto the 
gold. 
The resistance changes ,of all the measurements,were averaged.to 
give a ~R which was used in.the calculation of the oxide thickness. 
Table II is a sample of data from the #584 film. The columns are the 
21 
voltage readings acroE!S the. 100 ohm resistor and the film, respectively, 
and the two.bridge measurements are appropriately labeled. A discussion 
of the accuracy of these measurements will be presented in Chapter III 
along with the results of the .thickness measurement. 
F~ Dry Box Procedure· 
It was found in the course of this work that the junctions were e:>c-
tremely sensitive to the humidity of the ambient conditions surrounding 
' ' . ( 
the samples. Hence, a mechanism was devised to keep the samples a~ dry 
as possible while transferring f:rom the vacuum system to the electrical 
characteristics sample holder, A block diagram of this mechanism is 
illustrated in Figure 10. Air was passed thrqugh Caso4 and then silica 
gel and on into a dry box. The humidity in the dry box was typically on 
the order of 20% when the sample was.changed, The vacuum system was bled 
up to atmosphere with the oxygen from the glow discharge supply after, 
whicl;l the sample was quickly transferred to the dry box, 
G. Electrical Characteristic 
Measurement Apparatus 
The sample holder which makes the electrical connecti<:>n between . the 
measurement devices and the junction sample was described and illustrated 
in a previous work (13). This holder was so designed that it can be used 
22 
TABLE II· 
RESISTANCE CHANGE OF A TYPICAL FILM (584) 
Before Oxidation 
Volts· Volts 
lOOQ Resistor Film 
N • 2 µV 
N- 4 µV 
N- .6 µV 
N-2.5 µV 
• 900-inV .342 mV 
-.900 inV -.350 mV 
~ 900 mV .342 inV 
-.900mV -~350 mV 
.600 mV • 227 mV 
-.605 mV .:..~240 rn.V 
.600 mV .22~ mV 
-.605 mV -.240 mV 
Bri4ge Measurements AB 39.68 
-., ' f l. 
CD 39.83. 
. ! 
N-1.4 µV · 
N-2. 7 µV 
.900 mV 
-. 900 mV 
• 900 mV 
-.900 mV 
.600 mV 
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Figure 10. Diagram of Dry Box System 
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to immerse the sample.directly into the liqui9, helium storage dewar.or a 
vacuu111-tight glass dewar system, both. of which will be described in. the . 
next section. 
The electrical system, Figure 11, was capable of .measuring the.cur-
rent voltage characteristic.s of the junc.tion, the derivative dV/dI and 
the second derivative d2V/dI 2 ~· The schematic .diagram of the System Con"'." 
trol Unit, Figure 12, maket;1 the.interaction of the .components in Figure 
11 more clear.· The d.c. power supply will be discussed in detail below. 
in this sectiotl. 
The current"'."voltage characteristi,cs were measured by the four probe 
technique as follows. The main function selector .switch, S2 in the ~che-
matic was in position 1. The co:i,ls and transformers were then out of 
the circuit.and a current from the constant·cu~rent d.c. source cc;,uld 
flow through the current shunts, selected .by S3, arid 1the junction. The 
current was monitored by measuring the voltage drop across the.apprqpri-: 
ate shunt and was displayed on the Y axis of the recorder with full 
scale being 10 mV in each c4rrent range. The voltage drop across the 
jup.ction was measured directly by the recorder and was displayed on the 
X. axis. The four. probe technique •was established by connecting the cur-
rent leads directly t~ one end of Stripe SO and Stripe Sl, 2 or 3 de-. 
pending on which j'lmct:i,on was being investigated. The voltage leads 
were theri. connected to the other e~d of Stripe SO and Sl; 2 or 3. The 
recorder, a Leeds and Northrup XL 680~ had a 4 megohm input impedance.· 
The derivative measured was a change in voltage·with respeci;: to the 
change in current as a·functioµ of voltage.· A 2000 Hz sigt1al from a. 
General Radio.11611\ Coherent Decade Frequency Synthesizer was connected 
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Figure 12. Schematic Diagram of Tunneling Measurement Circuit 
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input .of a calib.ratec;l attenuator., The output of the attenuator was then 
cQ.nnected,to th,e 600 ohm input,of the Driv~r tran~former and to a Hewlett 
Packafd 400D a.c. v9],tmet;:er. When the sel,ector switch, S2, was.in the 
number 2 position, the.system was in the dV/dI mode of operation. A 
2000 Hz a.c. current was.added to th,e d~c. ·current by the Driver trans-
former. The resultant a.c. voltage was detected by the.dV/dI Pic~up 
tranf!former whose output was put,into the input.of the Lock-In Amplifier. 
This signal was compared with tqe reference signal thus eliminating nqise 
of frequency other than 2000 Hz.. . The transformers, Goils, and filters 
in the System Control Unit were wound on Magnetics +ncorporated /155252 
' ' . . . 
Permalloy Cores •. 
H. Power Supply 
The ·.schematic diagram of the d. c. Power Supply .in the System <::on-
trol Unit is illus.trated in Fig.ure 13. The resistors R1 were chosen 
such that the output ,voltage ranged from 0~05 mv to 5000 mv in 11 ranges. 
On each .. range the output voltage was varied from O te V · for that I range ·max 
by a 10 turn 2.9 ohms Amphenol 205 potentiometer. To maintain a con-
stant current source, the power.is ·supplied by.2 alkaline l.5 volt,D 
ce]..J,.s connected in parallel. To .supply the 1500 and 5000 mV ranges, the. 
Power Supply is. switched into t~;amplifier mode. The 1.5 volt$ is then 
amplified up to 5 volts by a General Electric .D12A8 Differential Ampli-
fier. The other components are shown in Figure 13. 
I. Low Temperature Technique 
Most of the-measurements were.made .at 4.2°K by immersi~g the SE;Unple 






































is the length between the. top of the sample holder and. the bottom of the 
stainless tube which covered the samples, B .is the distance from the top 
plate to the bottom of the dewa,r, C is the height measured when with-
drawing or.inserting the.sample holder, and Dis the height.of the sam-
ple cover above the bottom of the dewar. - Thus 
D = C - 2.75" 
and 
H D .... E • 
H, the he~ght,of the sample above the helium is equal to D - E where E, 
the height of the helium liquid, is measured before insertion of the 
sample holder. Fis the.length of the neck of the dewar. The length C 
determined the type of aging experiment which was performed. For eJ;Cam-
ple, if 30. 75" < C < 36. 75" the aging procedure was said to be a ".neck". 
aging meaning that the helium boil off gas constitutes the ambient of 
the samples. 
o· 
The measurements.with the sample temperature T > 4.2 K were made 
in a glass dewar system illustrated iri Figure 15. The sample cover was 
copper and was covered with"' 0.075''-of teflon tape. Attached to the 
bottom of the can ,were a number of copper wires _3", 2" and 11' in length~ 
The sample.was lowered into the liquid helium until"' 1/2 of the cover 
was immersed. As the liquid helium level fell below the bottom of t·be 
cover, the heat in the sample was conducted away by the wires. As the 
level dropped, fewer wires were immersed thus conducting less heat.and 
raising the temperature of the sample. The temperature of.the sample 
wa:s measl\red by utilizing its superconducting nature in a way which will 
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Figure 15. Glass Helium Dewar System With Temperature 
Measurement Sample Cover 
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CHAPTER I II . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 
ThiE:1:Chapter is divided,into five major sections, eac:P, one of which. 
is sul;>divided. The· first sectien deals witl;t the determination of tl;i.e 
insulating barrier parameters including the thickness, and the natt,1re of 
the .oxide. The second section merely desctibes the.I-V and dV/dI data 
for no+mal unaltered jurictior,.s. Section III goes into the. detailed .as..;. 
pee ts . of the aging·· procedure and the resultE:1 ,obta~ned. Rather than mal,te 
a general discussion of this section, selected aging data are presented . 
in the form of e~mples. The fourth. section gives .a detailed analysis 
of. the subhal:'IIlonic ·structure and discusses tl:1.e mechanism in ;he junction 
which leads· to its appearance. The final section is. a discussion of t~e 
natt,1re of the.filaments whi~:P, are fol'.'med including their semiconducting 
and superconducting behavior.· 
A. Determination of Oxide Parameters 
One of th.e fundamental and important pro'blems in the study of -super-
conducting tunneling phenorp.ena, is· the dete:tminati?n of .. the various' para-
meters of the tunneltng barrier. The problem is diffict,1lt _because the 
0 
thickness of the barrier is on the order of SOA which is a few ~olecular 
layers. The methods·of dete+mining the thickness have ranged from 
ellipsometry (15) to Fowler"'-Nordheim plots (16) to capacitt(lnce mea,sure ... 
men ts · (16). These methods ate curp.bersome, require elaborate apparat~s, 
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and require asstimpUot1,s'which may be incorrect.· In.the case of ellip-
sometry the complex refractive index [n*Pb = nPb (1-iKPb)] of the unoxi-
dized lead can.vary with the average oxide thickness (15). Here ~bis 
· the real part of the refrai:!tive index and KPb is. the .extinction coeffic-
ient. In the capacitance measurements the dielectric .constant of bulk 
lllc;lterial is usualiy assumed. ,. 
1. Resistance Measurement 
In this work the o:icide thi~kne1;1,s was determined by measuring the 
change in resistance (AR) of the .lead film both before and after oxida-
tion. This AR, when coupled with the room·temperature junction resist-
ance, yielded the resi~tivi~y and thi~kness of the oxide. As was ·point-
ed out in Chapter II, Section E, the AR from the forward direction, the 
reverse. direction,. and· the bridge measurements were averaged, to yield a 
mean.AR. Table III presen~s the results of the O stripe resistance 
change measurements .. for a·n~ber·of samples. The colUI\lilS present the. 
following information: the first is the sample number, the second is 
the resistance change i:p..the forwatd direction,.the third is the resist-
ance change in the reverse direction, the fourth is the average of the 
resist~nce change of the forward and reverse.directions, the fifth is 
the.percent ·change of the -forwa'.!'='d and.reverse ~R compared to the ·average 
AR', and the sb:th is the AR:used in .the calculation of. the thickness. . . . . . \ 
This last; AR :i;.ncludes the measuremeµts ·made with the, bridge.· The bridge 
measurement wa,s the only one used in Sample Number 583 as the 4 probe 
measureme.nts were deemed unacc~pta,ble. With :the possible exception of· 
numbers 569, 583, ·and 586 the agreement of the.measurements.is on,.the 
average; about, 6% which is greater .. than. the accuracy of the . measurement. -
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TABLE III 
COMPARISON OF 4 PROBE AR MEASUREMENTS 
ARF - ART 
ART 
·Sample·. Ave. Used 
Number ARF ARR ART % AR 
569 1.04 .34 .69 51% 1.1 
571 1.21 1.52 1.37 12% 1.2 
572 2.18 2.23 2.21 1.4% 2.2 
573 .87 1.03 .95 84% .9 
579 19".1 19.0 19.1 0.5% 19 
580 9.76 9.39 9.58 1.9% 9.4 
581" 1;8s· 2.04 1.95 5.1% 1.98 
582 2.16 2.88 2.52 14% 2.42 
583{Bridge 
Only .46 1.91 1.19 61% 1.32 
584 1.14 1.26 1.2 5% 1.38 
585 1.18 1.16 1.17 0.85% 1.27 
586 1.45 • 71 1.08 34% 1.5 
To illustJ;"ate.this fact.the following analysis is presented. Assuming 
th~t.the ability to read the meter scale is± .003 inV on the 1 mV full 
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scale reading, the:error.ii;t the measurement of .9 mV on tije Ke"tthley 149 
is± .33%~ . Since the current.I= V/P.. where Ris the.100 ohm resistor 
ang Vis the voltag~ drop ac:r;9ss the resistor, 
I = . I measui;ed ± .33% • 
The voltage measured across the.film is on the order of 
.342 inV·± ~003.mV, 
or, • 342 mV ± • 88% • 
Jlet:).ce, the accu:r;acy:in mec;1.suring the resist9:nce is 
R = 
v 
I = VR . es1stor 
R ± (.33% + .88%), 
thus, R = R measured± 1.21% • 
one c~-n:inot:'£c'e":iri TaBle ·rrr fnat~·t:lie··agreement between ·~,FORWARD A~d. 
~EVERffE···!.~ .... P.ft.J~f ~n, s_~Ill:. ~a:3es. than t};ie accuracy ·of the measurement. 
2. !11;1.J?lied Oxide Thickness 
The o~idii( thiGkness· can be ini~i:teJ dire,ct,iy :.from the. res:i,stance 
~e~surements by using t_he deft11ition of :re,sistivity, 
R 
PL 
= tW' t 
PL 
= RW' (UI-1) 
where R is the measured res:i,stc;1.nce of.the fi'lm, P.is. assumed tq be the 
resistivity of bulk l~ad, L is the length of the film, and W is. th~ 
width of the film. For all of the samples measured L = L 6"5 cm, W = 
-6 .OQ2 cm, and p = 19.8 x 10 ohm-cm, Thus, Equation (III-1) becqmes 
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t = 
3 ,551 x I0-4 cm 
R 
(III-2) 
which was used for all samples measured, The thickness of the oxide is 
~tin Equation (III~3), 
where (III-3) 
= 
and the B represents measurements before oxidation and A repr~sents 
measurements made after oxidation. ~ is determined by using the average 
forward value of the resistance as determined by the 4 probe.technique, 
Calculating the thickness in this manner one.assumes that the resistivity 
of the oxide is infinite, Hence, in .Table IV the column listing the 
oxide thickness is an Implied Oxide Thickness. The other colUIItns in the 
table will be discussed below. Figure.16 depicts the lead film before 
oxidation and the film and· oxi'de · 1ayer after o~idation. In this figure 
tT is the total t:hickness of the lead before·axid'ation'with the oxide 
thickness being t 0 and the after oxidation lead being tPb' 
3. Calculated Oxide Thickness 
To avoid the problem of assuming the resistivity of 'the oxi!ie'is· 
infinite, one can solve a set of equations for· the p .id using .. flleasured 
OX . .,e . · 
parameters. Assuming that the film after oxidation is a pair of resis-, 
EFFECT OF OXIDATION PARAMETERS 
Implied Junction 
Oxidation Oxide Resistance 
Pressure 0 Sample Time Thickness (Ohms at 300 K) 
Number Gas (X 10.:.3 mm) (Sec) (.~) 1 2 3 
578 Nitrogen 320 150 9 0 0 0 
576 Nitrogen. 155 12 10 0 0 0 
575 Argon 95 100 7 0 0 0 
574 Argon 95 11 0 0 0 0 
572 Oxygen 50 100 62 0 0 0 
571 Oxyg·en 50 10 22 0 0 0 
569 Oxygen 50 30 33 0 0 0 
581 Oxygen 97 12 27 34 48 19 
582 Oxygen 105 12 .33 .5 .1 .1 
583 Oxygen 150 12 29 1.56K 2.04K 5.35 
584 Oxygen 150 11 31 392 313 149 
585 Oxygen 150 12 29 1.98K 1.90K 1.88 
573 Oxygen 155 11 26 1.37K 1.82K 253 
579 Oxygen 325 12 32 1.67 1.63 1. 72 
580 Oxygen 350 12 34 504 16 27 
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Not to Scale 
Figure 16. Diagram of Lead Film Before and After Oxidation 
tors in parallel, 






where R.r is the total resisti,lnce, R0 is.the oxide resistance, and 1),b is 
the.lead film resistance. Now, 
PL r.iK 
R = - = = tW t (IU-5) 
where K is the length divided -by the width of the film, this qu,ant;:ity 
bei~g a constani. Then 
1 1 + 1 ~-= -
pfbK -~ p K o· 
<n+-6> 
t tPb. 0 
From Figure 16 one can as~~me t1'1at 
o:u-7) 
Repl~c:;lng ~Pb-·i1:1 Eq~~tioµ (III-6) by Equati9n (III-7), 1/R.r becomes 
(III-8) 
The quantity of interes_t is the . thickness of t}:ie oxide, t 0 • So),,vi11g 
Equatiop.. (III-8) for this quantity one obtains Equation (III-9), which 






Equation (III-9) contains the measured quantities K, RT and tT, the re-
sistivity of the lead film, pPb' which is assumed to have the bulk value 
of lead, and two unknowns, the resistivity of the oxide, p , and the 
0 
oxide thickness. 
The thickness of the oxide can also be obtai~ed from the room tern-
perature junction resistance. From Figure 17 one can see 
or = t 
0 
(III-10) 
where RJ is the junction resistance, p is the oxide resistivity, t is 
0 0 
the oxide thickness, and C' is the area of the junction. Simultaneously 
solving (III-9) and (III-10) for p0 one gets the quadratic equation 
1 + K 1 ] R) RC'° = o, 
T J 
(III-11) 
which has the solution 
= 
1 (III-12) 
The development of this solution is presented in the Appendix. Replac-
ing p0 in Equation (III-10) by Equation (III-12), one has an expression 
fort in terms of measured quantities with the only assumption being 
0 
that pPb = pPb for bulk lead. The results of this analysis are display-
ed in Table V. In comparing the values for oxide thickness with the 
results in Table IV one sees quite good agreement. The significant 
point to note about the .results in Tables IV and Vis that the oxide 
OXI~[ 
to Scali \J.:>t to Sc rdEf\Jc.t Scale 
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TABLE V 
OXIDE RESISTIVITY AND ,THICKNESS 
Junction Calculated Resistivity 
Resistana~0 ; .... Oxide .... (Ohm-Cm) 
Sample. (Ohms at 300 K) Thickness Room Temperature 
Nu~ber. ci> 
565-1 1.98K 28 7.86 x 10 
6 
585-2 1.90K 28 7.54 x 106 
583-1 1.56K 28 6.19 x 10 6 
583-2 2.04K 28 8.09 x 106 
584-1 392 30 1.45 x 10 6 
584-2 313 30 1.16 x 10 6 
584-3 48.5 30 1.80 x 10 5 
581-1 33.8 26 1.44 x 10 5 
581-2 48.0 26 2.05 x 10 5 
581-3 18. 7 26 7.99 x 10 4 
580-1 504 32 1. 76 x 106 
579-1 1.67 32 5.80 x 10 
3 
579-2 1.63 32 5.66 x 10 3 
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thickness is the same for all junctions independent of t~e parameters 
used in the oxidation process. The immediate conclusion one draws from. 
this result is that the three orders of magnitude difference in the 
tunneling junction resistances must be due to some other mechanism than 
a change in barrier thickness. This mechanism, discussed below, is to 
model the oxide as a semiconductor which during formation reaches a cut-
off thickness after which it is doped by adding additional oxygen. The 
physical chemistry of the process is.unknown, but it is feasible to pie~ 
ture the PbO changing to Pb02 or Pb3o4 as oxygen is added. Further 
reference to the constant-oxide thickness will be made in the sections 
discussing subharmonic structure, and the c~eation of filaments. The 
barrief thickness is a fundamental parameter which must be known in 
order to discuss many aspects of the tunneling phenomenon. 
4. Oxide Characteristics 
The fact that the oxide thickness is approximately constant and yet 
the room temperature junction resist~nce varies with both 'time of oxida-
tion and oxygen pressure, gave impetus to the investigation of the nature 
of the insulating layer. It was noted that after long periods of in-
activity of the system, the resistance of the junctions was larger than 
in times of normal use, all of .the controllable parameters being the 
sa~e. · To determine if the barrie,r was being formed.by impurities peing 
sputtered off of t~e surfaces in.the vacuum system onto the film, an in-
ert gas of Argon was used in the glow discharge •. The results, displayed 
in Table IV, show that no barrier was formed.with the Argon glow dis-
o 
c~arge. The 7A thickness record~d for #575 could be due to part of t~e 
lead surface being sputtered off or partially due to inaccu~acies in 
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measurement on this order of thickness~ To determine if a nitride bar-
rier could be formed, nitrogen gas was used in the glow discharge. Again 
the results, displayed in Table IV, show that no barrier was formed. 
This leads one to the conclusion that i~purities alone were not genera-
ting a tunneling barrier and that oxygen.must have been present in the 
glow discharge to have tunneling. This is not to imply that tunneling 
can only occur with an oxide barrier •. This investigator has formed 
junction barriers by pumping on a cqamber containing the lead film and 
a small amount of polymerized methyl methacrylate. Other investigators 
(17) have formed tunneling junctions using a plastic material for the 
insulating barrier. 
The effect of the glow discharge para~eters on the oxide character-
istics was investigated by changing both the time of oxidation and the 
oxygen pressure. Again the results c~n be seen in Table IV. Generally 
the junctions were formed with a pressure of 150 x 10-3 torr for 10-12 
secs. It is interesting to note that for pressures less than 100 mi-
crons, an oxide was formed but the barrier was not insulating as is evi-
denced by the junction resistance. Also, for pressures greater than 300 
microns the junction resistance.was lower, for equal oxidation times, 
than for pressures on the order of 150 microns. 
5. Summary and Discussion 
A number of points regarding the oxide barrier can be made in light 
of the results presented. First, the results indicate that the oxide 
thickness is constant over the time range and pressure range used in 
this work. Basavaiah et al. (15) suggest that the oxide layer grows ex-
ponentially with time, the rate being dependent on the substrate material 
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and temperature, with film thickness ranging from 15-30A at room temper-
ature. It should be pointed out that the lead films in their work were 
evaporated on mica and ~apphire substrates and the oxide barriers were 
formed in situ. Other investigators (18) state that the growth rate 
changes from a linear to a logarithmic time dependence when the oxide 
thickness reaches a certain value. Eldridge and Dong (19) made exten-
sive studies of the growth rate using ellipsometry and tunneling to 
characterize the PbO grown.!.!!, situ. They report that the tunneling cur-
rent is highly dependent on oxide thickness with 3 orders of magnitude 
0 
change for less than a lOA change in oxide thickness. However, this 
work shows that the junction resistance depends on oxide conductivity 
rather than on oxide thickness, a fact which is in agreement with other 
investigators (20,21). 
The model for the oxide character is as follows. For the pressure, 
time, and glow discharge voltage used in this work, the.oxide thickness 
is constant with a small increase in.the time of oxidation or an increase 
or decrease in the pressure of oxidation changing the stoichiometry of 
the oxide similar to the doping of a semiconductor. This work s.ubstanti-
ates Schwidtal and Finegan's (20) suggestion that the additional oxygen 
discharge dopes the existing layer of oxide and Heijne's (21) point that 
the conductivity of PbO is highly dependent on the oxygen pressure and 
stoichiometry. The conclusion is that the constant thickness oxide be-
haves like a semiconductor changing conductivity with the addition of 
more oxygen. Knowledge of the oxide charact;eristics contributes to an 
understanding of the aging phenomenon discussed below. 
B. Results of I-V and dV/dI Measurements 
of Unaltered Junctions 
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The most prominent feature of the BCS theory.(see Chapter I) is the 
concept of an energy gap, 2~, in a superconducting material. This 2~, 
the energy required to break a quasiparticle pair in a superconductor, 
is easily measured using the tunneling phenomenon, a point which will be 
discussed below. If in a tunneling junction there is a weak coupling 
between quasiparticles through the barrier region, the pairs can tunnel 
giving rise to a current, called the d.c. Josephson c~rrent (43), with 
zero voltage drop across the junction. This should, and will be, dif-
ferentiated from a current due to a shorted superconducting region. The 
reason the pairs can behave in this manner is that their electron wave-
functions are coupled in phase. If a potential difference, V, is es-
tablished between the two superconductors, the relative difference in 
energy between pairs (called Cooper pairs) in each superconductor is 
2eV. This gives rise to a voltage dependent phase relationship which 
varies like 2eV/~, which is observed as an a!c. Josephson current with 
v = 2eV/h. Up to this point it has been thought that the two currents 
depended mainly on barrier thickness, however, the previous section has 
shown that the conductivity is the main determination of the tunneling 
properties. 
In the current versus voltage measurement the 2~ of the supercon-
ductor can easily be observed. One.sees 2~ since the gap is~ wide on 
either side of the Fermi energy (see Figure 3). In Figure 18 the I-V 
characteristics for a typical'Pb/PbO/Pb tunneling junction are display-
ed. The 4.2°K resistance, measured from the point of intersection with 
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Figure 18. I-V Curve for a Typical Superconducting Tunnel-
ing Junction 
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sistance is 28 ohms. As the junctions in this study were changed (see 
later sections), the current value in the V < 2.7 mV region changed. To 
characterize these junctions during the modification, a quality factor, 
Q, is defined as the current at 2.7 mV divided by the current at 1.3 mVo 
Typically, "good" junctions, i.e., those with low excess current below 
2.7 mV, have a Q factor of~ 30. The sharp rise in current at 2.6 mV 
corresponds to 2~, the energy gap of lead. The small amount of current 
below 2~ is due to the fact that some electrons will have energies high-
er than the Fermi energy due to the thermal motion of the ions (3). It 
has been shown (13) that when the temperature of the sample is reduce4 
the level of this current is reduced. The salient feature is that when 
the Q factor is high(~ 30) essentially no current flows until V = 2~, 
and the junction is a good tunneling junction. At V = 2~ the quasi-
particles then tunnel from one superconductor through the barrier to the 
other superconductor. 
A more sensitive measurement of the tunneling properties is the 
derivative measurement (dV/dI) or density of states measurement (see 
Chapter I). The derivative of the curve in Figure 18 is seen in Figure 
19. Note the difference in the two voltage scales and the vertical 
scale for V < 2.6 mV. The dV/dI measurement is the resistance of the 
junction as a function of the emf developed across the junction. The 
large resistance can be seen for V < 2.6 mV, and the sharp decrease in 
resistance at V = 2.61 mV is another mean~ of measuring 2~ and in later 
sections will be referred to·as 2~ (density of states). 
In "good" junction densitr of states (derivative) curves little 
information is displayed in.the region V < 2.7 mV, however, as the junc-













figure 19. dV/dI Curve for a Typical Superconducting Tun-
neling Junction 
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The subharmonic structure discussed below appears in the Oto 2 mV re-
gion. 
The density of states measurement is also useful in measuring the 
phonon density of states. Before tunneling, the investigation of the 
lattice dynamics of metals, in particular the phonon density of states, 
was done by using the technique of neutron scattering (22). However, 
most of these measurements were made with limited resolution along 
symmetry directions. One can use tunneling to measure the phonon densi-
ties by realizing that the effect of phonons occurs at energy w + 26. p 
The transverse phonons have a large density of states at wT = 4.5 mV and 
the longitudinal phonons have a large density of states at wL = 8.5 mV 
(23). Since 26 = 2.6 mV the changes in the derivative curve should 
occur at 7.1 mV and at 11.1 mV which is what can be seen in Figure 19. 
The increase in resistance at these energies reflects a decrease in 
electron density of states due to emission of phonons (24). These meas-
urements are beyond the scope of this study; more detail on this proce-
dure can be found in the literature (13,22,23,24). 
In summary, this section indicates some of the tunneling properties 
which are observed for good quality superconducting junctions. It was 
the scope of this study to determine the effect of a barrier modifica-
tion on the tunneling properties. Hence, in future sections measure-
ments will be compared with the measurements of "good" junctions pre-
sented in this section, 
C. Results of Junction Aging 
Thus far it has been.established that the oxide barrier thickness 
is the same for all junctions. This fact along with the junction resis-
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tance led to the conclusion that the oxide barrier behaves much like a 
semiconductor. In order to further determine the nature of the barrier, 
the junctions were aged in different atmospheres. For instance over a 
finite period of time, does this semiconducting oxide diffuse into the 
lead causing the junctions to become shorted, does it remain constant, 
or does it increase in resistivity causing the junction resistance to 
increase? The answers to these ques;ions, will lead to a better under-
standing of the barrier which ultimately will lead to a better under-
standing of the tunneling phenomenon. 
The aging study was also made to better determine the stability of 
the junctions at room temperatures. It was discovered that when the 
samples were left in the room atmosphere for any length of time, they 
were shorted with the effect being more noticeable on some days than on 
others. This observation was finally associated with the relative hu-
midity of the room. Combining these two motives the ensuing study was 
made. 
This section discusses the most difficult part of the experiment 
in that the humidity of the ambient for the most part could not be con-
trolled and the amount of room air leaking into the neck (see Chapter I, 
Section I) of the dewar could not be controlled. Hence, the exact meth-
od of aging varied from sample to sample.but, with the exception of time 
for the event, the results were .the same. Thus, a sample of the results 
will be displayed here but the conclusions drawn are applicable to all 
the data. The position of the sample during aging wiil be referred to 
by the various sections of Figure 14, Chapter II. The "cold" region 
means the sample was in the liquid helium or helium vapor near 4.2°K, 
the "neck" region is near the top of the dewar where the sample is in 
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the helium boil off gas at or near room temperature, and the "atmosphere" 
region is out in the room. With the exceptions which are noted, the 
relative humidity stated in any re$ult is the humidity of the room.' 
The conclusions drawn from the results to be presented are 1) the 
failure of a "good" junction, i.e., high Q, is enhanced by the presence 
of water vapor, and 2) the junction Q is reduced by the formation of a 
shorted region on the edge of the junction area. The effects of point 
2 will be presented in this and the remaining sections of this work. 
The term aging as used in this work will be defined in each of the 
succeeding examples. To illustrate the terms low Q and high Q the I-V 
curves for a sample are displayed in Figure 20. Curve A is a typical 
I-V curve of a junction at 4.2°K which has not.been aged. After aging 
the Q goes from 30.9 to 2.79. 
The amount of junction edge exposed to the humidity was changed by 
putting down the narrow cross stripes first, performing the oxidation, 
and then evaporating the wide lead stripe on top of the oxide. Thus, 
there are two possible junction geometries as illustrated in Figure 21. 
These will be referred to by letter. Configuration A has 2 edges expos-
ed each one being .092 cm long and configuration B has 2 edges exposed 
each one being .012 cm long. Table VI summarizes the conditions of a 
sample of junctions during aging. The junction geometry column refers 
to Figure 21 with the other colu~ns being discussed below for each par-
ticular sample. 
1, Aging of Junction Geometry A in the 
"Neck" Region 
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Sample Junction Ohm• Ohms 
Number Geometry Jl J2 J3 Jl J2 J3 
534 5.33K 2.94K 610 lOK 5.63K l.36K 
536 17.SK 27,0K 6,7K 25K 41.7K 10.JK 
537 118 131 63.5 233 250 125 
539 A 15.2 14.9 25.6 26.9 
545 A 82.3 71.5 29 
546 13.3 37.4 17. 7 
No 4. z°K Data Be-
fore Aging 
547 A 202 147 47.B 
583 A 1.56K 2,04K 5 .35 Z.44K 3.60K .308 
Ne 4.2°K Data Be-
588 A 725 345 336 fo"t"e Aging 
589 l,75K l.63K 540 4.17K 3,33K l.09K 
TABLE VI 
CHANGE IN JUNCTION PARAMETERS DUE TO AGING 
Relative Temp. Room Temp. 
Aft:~2~1ng 
lhnlidity at .Start Rqistance Be•Ultance 
at Start of Aging Olas Ohu 
Jl J2 J3 of Aging "F Jl J2 J3 Jl J2 J3 
21.4 27.2 30.7 Room 71 6.21< 2.53!:. 353 U.4K: 4.08K 290 54% 
14.5 11.3 23.7 Room =72 160 388 308 85 247 187 69% 
30.2 30.2 
Room 
72 227 58.8 58.5 30.9 60% 130 62.5 51.5 
Rooa 30.9 31.6 57% 74 Short 20.4 Short 35,l 
Chanber 73 23.9 12.8 6.08 12% 
Chamber 
=72 7.3 12.6 9.3 1.28 12.2 10.9 Unknown 
Chaaber 
75 250 58.5 4.03 448 32.8 .32 Unknown 
•30 •30 1.33 
Glass 
Dewer 
•72 15.8 3.68K 5.7lK 
Unknown 
Glass 
-- -- -- Dl!war ,,,,72 40 0.6 37.4 2.6 
Unknown 
·30 •30 =30 
Glass o:72 2,SK 5.58 610 5,SK 1.27~ Dewa't' 
Unknown 
Jl J2 J3 
30 28 1.92 
1.76 1,78 1.8 
•30 2.11 2.79 
30.5 
1.4 1.9 2.1 
·30 1.67 1.1 
'1 •30 •l 
•l 1.79 •l 
•30 1.53 •30 
Copa.en ts 
Neck agillg at C • 3311 using braH plate 
Aa•d at C • 35" _ using braas plate vith brass 
tube - 1. 6 hours age ti.Jae No Ic 
Neck aging C • 32" u.ing alW!lim.m plate -
Ice in lower neck 
Tvo agings on Junction 2. Teat ude vhile 
I. vaa increasing 
Junctions in chamber vith heliUll. gaa flow-
ing through 
Junction• in chamber with bel.it.a gaa flov-
ing through trap then cha.her 
Junction11 in chaaber with heliU!l gaa flaw-
ing through trap then chamber 
Age Jl by passing_ •160 µA through junction 
Age Jl and J3 by passing •160 µA through 
junctions 
Aged all three junction• at rom tm.pera-




Table VI. After the initial measurements were made the sample was. 
stored overnight in the cold.region with no change in the derivative 
measurements. The sample was then removed from the helium to the.neck 
region. The resistance of this s~mple was monitored as a function of 
time by making an I-V measurement, the results of which are displayed in 
Figure 22. The initial drop in resistance is due to the junction tern-
0 perature rising from 4.2 K to room temperature after which the resistance 
begins to increase, a fact which was observed in all of the samples. 'l;'he 
dip at 2.2 hours can be explained by a filament growing from both lead 
films, then breaking contact. This type of behavior is not observed in 
all junctions. The prominent feature of this curve which is common to 
all junctions aged in this manner is the sudden decrease in resistance 
at 3 hours signifying the for~tion of a filament between the lead films. 
In later c~rves more data will be displayed indicating the speed with 
which this decrease occurs. Another interesting point to note is that 
the aging affected only one of the three junctions. From Table VI it 
can be noted that Jl was still increasing in resistance after the 6 hours 
age time and J2 was only slightly reduced in resistance. Again, the sud-
den decrease in the resistance corresponds to a filament being formed. 
2, Aging of Junction Geometry B in the ~ 
"Neck" Region 
An aging study was made on a number of samples of geometry B, i.e., 
junctions which had less edge exposed to the atmosphere, The results 
for a particular sample (//537r are displayed in Figure 23. Nothing con-
elusive about the geometric dependence of the aging can.be said but all 
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subharmonic structure, filamentry behavior, and general tunneling proper~ 
ties were identical to all other samples independent of the junction 
geometry. 
3. Aging of Junctions in a Helium Atmosphere 
As was mentioned in the previous aging discussion, a question as to 
the true water vapor content in the gas surrounding the sample arises. 
It was found in this study that if the sample was aged in the "atmos-
phere" region, i.e. , out in the room, it became shorted in a very short 
period of time, depending on the relat~ve humidity of the room. Thus, 
an attempt was made to age the junctions in a controlled atmosphere by 
placing the samples in.a challlber through which "dry" helium gas was 
flowing. To get continuous data points the resistance was monitored 
with the derivative measuring device. The results for a typical sample 
(#545) are displayed in Figure 24. 
In this curve junction 1 was biased with 0.5 mV and the a.c. drive 
-8 was 3.3 x 10 amps. As the junction aged, the current through the 
junction increased from 6 µA to 21 µA, The sample was immersed in a 
container with a hygrometer, and the gas,was passed through silica gel 
into this chamber. The relative humidity in the chamber dropped from 
19% at the start of the experiment to 12% at the end, Again, note the 
sudden drop in resistance at 3.75 hours. It is felt that the fast flow 
of gas contributed to the aging of the samples even though the humidity 
was relatively low. Also, the humidity recorded in the other samples 
was the humidity of the room and was not an indication of the actu~l 
water vapor.content of the gas around the junctions. 
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Figure 24. Resistance Versus Time for Aging of Sample 545 
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through the system illustrated in Figure 25. The gas passed through a 
silica gel chamber, then through a coil immersed in liquid nitrogen, 
through a coil immersed in room temperature water, into the sample cham-
ber, through a second liquid nitrogen trap, through an oil trap and out 
into the room. The purpose of the first liquid nitrogen trap was to re-
move any water vapor in the gas. The gas was then warmed to room tem-
perature before flowing through the sample chamber. The second trap was 
a test to see if any water vapor was getting through and the results 
were positive. The resistance of this sample (547 J2) was monitored in 
the same manner as in the previous sample.· The results illustrated in 
Figure 26 show a dramatic rapid decrease in resistance after only 1,75 
hours. Again the forced flow of an inert gas containing water vapor en-
hanced the decay of the junctions, After the sudden decrease in resist-
ance, the decay has regions in which the resistance changes exponential-
ly with time. This effect can be seen in Figure 27. The logarithmic 
resistance change in aging time is in agreement with Yanson and Albegova. 
(25) although they do not report any sudden decrease.in resistance which 
is humidity related. The exponential behavior is an annealing process 
which is probably associate.cl with the diffusion of the oxide into the 
lead, 
4. Fiske Modes 
The best evidence for the existenc~ of the a.c. Josephson current 
is the appearance of Fiske Modes (26). Recalling that the a.c. current 
has a frequency v = 2eV/h, the modes appear at regular intervals in the 
density of states curve as the voltage reaches a value such that the 
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Figure 27. Semi Log Plot of Resistance Versus Time 
for Sample 547 
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in the junction. Thus, if the barrier geometry .is changed, the Fiske 
Modes would be changed. The aging of .one particular sample (#539) 
caused a dramatic change in the Fiske Mode pattern. As a matter of ex-
planation J3 was shorted from the beginning and was not used in this 
study. Jl was decayed with a current of approximately 0.5 ma flowing 
through the junction continuously with the sample in the neck region for 
1.41 hours. J2 was being aged at the same time with a room atmosphere 
0 of 57% relative humidity and a temperature of 74 F. After the aging 
period tQe samples were immersed in liquid helium and tested, a process 
during which Jl was shorted. It was found that J2 had a new 4.2°K re-
sistance of 27 ohms and a Q of 32.1. The sample was then removed from 
the helium to the neck region and was allowed to age again. The results 
of this second age are displayed in Figure 28. Note the decrease in.re-
sistance while the sample is warming up to room temperature followed by 
an increase. The sample aging was stopped during this increase and 
tested at 4.2°K. The new 4.2°K resistance of J2 was 35.1 ohms with a Q 
of 30.5. It should be noted that all of the aging experiments show an 
increase in resistance before a decrease. The model for this increase 
is as follows. 
As the glow discharge proceeds, the lower layer of lead is oxidized 
to a constant thickness of"' 35i during some initial time period. As 
the glow discharge continues the oxide layer is doped with additional 
oxygen atoms thus forming an oxygen rich region in the oxide as has been 
proposed by Schwidtal and Finnegan (20). After the oxidation procedure, 
the secqnd layer of lead is evaporated over this oxygen rich region. 
Thus during the initial phase of the room temperature decay, oxygen atoms 
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Figure 28. Resistance Versus Time for Sample 539 
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evaporated into this region resulting in a stoichiometry change which in 
turn increases the resistance slightly. This small subtle change affects 
the dimensions of the barrier region.· If one wants to look at the junc-
tion area as though it were a cavity fi.lled with oxide dielectric, the 
junction behaves as an open ended resonatora One of the dramatic fe~-
tures of the tunneling phenomena discussed previously is the existence 
of the a.c. Josephson effect (26). This current oscillates in the open-
ended resonator with modes which correspond to the Josephson frequency 
v = 2eV/h. In Figure 29 these steps, called Fiske Modes, can be seen 
with a separation of .04 mV which corresponds to a Josephson frequency 
of v = 9.67 x 109 cycles/sec. Coon and Fiske (26) believe.that the 





(i/E (2A + R.))~ (II;I-13) 
where R, is the junction thickness, Eis the oxide dielectric constant, 
and A is the London penetratioµ depth. Assuming some values for R., E, 
and A they have determined that their Josephson frequency has a half-
wavelength which is equal to one dimension of tQeir junction. Applying 
0 0 
their theory to this work by assuming R. = 30A, A= 500A, and E = 26, the 
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Figure 29. Fiske Mode Pattern in an Aged Junction 
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Thus, for this work the half wavelength is equal to a value which is~ 4 
times the junction dimension. This is fairly good agreement considering 
what is known about E and A for thin oxides and films. Fiske, too, must 
assume an E and A to get the proper agreement. The point to be made is 
that the a.c. Josephson effect is dramatically displayed in the data" 
The very salient feature of Figure 29 is the appearance of·the second 
set of modes denoted by the arrows. This set was not apparent in the 
data prior to aging the junction. The plot of step number versus volt~ 
shows the displacement of the second set from the first. The frequency 
of the two sets are the same but·. the modes of vibration of the s.econd 
set has changed. All of this indicates that the early stages of the 
aging process change the dimensions of the cavity, i.e., the oxide. Thus, 
the conclusion can be drawn that either 2 or E .or both in Equation (III-
13) are changed during this annealing process. Using Equation (III-13) 
0 
and assuming A= SOOA, E was calculated for a number of samples in the 
4.2°K resistance range 17 - 67 ohms. Over this range E was the same for 
all samples. When the resistance is greater than 100 ohms, Fiske Modes 
could not be observed indicating that E must be changing with resistiv-
ity since the oxide thickness (2) remains constant over different re-
sistance ranges. 
5. Discussion of Aging 
From the results that have been presented, and many results which 
have not been presented here, one can draw a number of conclusions. 
These are that 1) during the aging process the resistance initially in-
creases due to the diffusion of the lead oxide into the "top" lead film 
thus effectively changing the oxide stochiometry. 2) After a period of 
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aging there occurs a rapid decrease.in the resistance which is due to 
the formation of a conducting filament across the edge of the junction. 
This filament may be a complete lead filament but is not always a pure 
lead filament. When the filament is lead, a zero bias current appears 
in the I-V plot. The speed with which the sudden decrease in resistance 
occ1.1rs is evidence that the filament is forming at the edge. Another 
evidence for a filament formulation,.either superconduc1=ing or nonsuper-
conducting, is after aging the 4.2°K resistance is less than the room 
temperature resistance. Finally, the change in the Fiske mode pattern 
indicates a small change in the geometry of the oxide barrier during the 
initial phases of aging. The onset of subharmonic structure is a dra-
matic result. of the filament formation which will be. discussed below. 
The measurement of the sizes of the filaments formed.and the critical 
current densities of superconducting filaments will also be discussed in 
later sections. 
D. Subharmonic Structure 
1. Introduction 
One of the outstanding features of the measurements which are.made 
on low Q junctions is the presence of subharmonic structure, the main 
characteristic of which is an oscillatory behavior with maximas occ1.1rring 
at.~ 2~/n where n is an integer. An example of this behavior is dis-
played in Figure 30 with the inset displaying the I-V measurements for 
this same sample. Some important points to be made are: 1) that the 
subharmonic structure (henceforth referred to as SHS) appears after the 
formation of a filament, either superconducting or nonsuperconducting 
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Figure 30. Subharmonic Structure in a Sample Without Zero 
Bias Current 
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nonsuperconducting as is indicated by the absence of a finite current 
at V = 0), 2) that the excess current associated with SHS is different 
from that associated with other tunneling processes (11), i.e., it is 
independent of temperature except that 2~ varies with temperature and, 
3) that no one particular theory currently models SHS (28), 
2. The Creation of Subharmonic Structure 
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In this study, as in others, it .was discovered that SHS occurs only 
when the Q of the junction is significantly less than 30, i.e., on the 
order of 2 or less. As·far as is known, Yanson and Albegova (25) are 
the only other investigators which have attained this condition through 
a systamatic aging process. Giaever and Zeller (10) created SHS by 
m:dng a thin layer of CdS in the insulating region of their junction. 
As the CdS is exposed to light, the conductivity of the junction changes 
giving rise to excess current below 2~ which shows up as SHS on the 
derivative measurements. It should be pointed out that they saw struc~ 
ture other than pure SHS which depended on the amount of current through 
the CdS layer and the current through oxide covered spots which are 
holes in the CdS layer. 
The argument has been made in the previous section that during the 
aging process a filament is formed although the fila~ent is not neces-
sarily pure lead, In Table VII the zero bias current is displayed for 
the samples listed in Table VI. Again the zero bias current is the cur-
rent through a junction with O volts developed across the junction or, 
in other words, the I value at V = 0 on the I-V curve, such as samples 
546, 547, 583, 588 and 589 in Table VII. It was found that the appear-
ance of a zero bias current was.independent of the aging method (see 
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TABLE VII 
VALUES OF ZERO BIAS CURRENT 
Zero Bias 
Current 
Junction SHS (Microam:es) SHS With Zero 
Number Investigated Jl J2 J3 Bias Current 
534 J3 0 0 0 No 
536 Jl, J2, J3 0 0 0 No 
537 J2 0 0 0 No 
546 J2 920 20 30 Yes 
547 J2 0 15 34000 Yes 
583 Jl 394 0 23,900 Yes 
586 Jl, J3 510 15 138 Yes 
589 J2 0 53 0 Yes 
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547 for example,where all three junctions experienced identical aging 
but the zero bias current is different for all three). The nature of 
the filaments will be discussed in the next section. 
SHS without a metallic filament has been displayed in Figure 30, 
and SHS with a zero bias current is displayed in Figure 31. The simu-
larities between the two curves from 0.6 mV to 1.8 mV are obvious. In 
Figure 31, the derivative for V < 0.6 mV reflects the strong effect of 
the d.c. current through the junction with the a.c. Josephson effect 
being dhplayed by the presence of Fiske Modes iri this region.· The d.c. 
Josephson current is zero in this particular sample but was not neces-
sarily zero in all samples. The test for this current was to rotate the 
sa~ple in the earth's field while the d.c. current was flowing through 
the junction at V = 0. If a component of the d. c. q.1rrent was due to 
the d.c. Josephson current, a voltage would develop across the junction 
as the junction was swept through the field. The d.c. Josephson current 
(29) is given by 
j = 
where jl is a constant determined by the size, barrier thickness, geom-
etry, etc., of the junction, and~ is the phase difference between the 
electron pair wave functions on the two si.des of the junction. In the 
presence of a magnetic field, H, j becomes (29) 
0 
j = jl sin (~ - 1=!! H z) .fie · o 
where dis the barrier thickness, and z is the distance along the bar-
rier. It then becomes clear that j d~pends on H and in fact can vanish 
0 
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is tantamount to breaking of tq.e pairs, and thus the tunneling process 
reverts back to quasiparticle.tunneling with the development of a voltage 
across the jut1ction. 
The conclu~ions drawn after investigating a large number of samples 
are.as follows. 1) SHS appears after an aging process in which·a.fila-
ment is formed, 2) the method of filament formation has no effect on the 
nature of the SHS, 3) the.SHS pattet;"n is identical for both :metallic and 
non-metallic fila:ment~,. and 4) the ~HS:patte.rn is identical both.when 
d.c. Josephson currents are·present and not present • 
. 3! Investigatiorts of the Detail of Sub-
harmonic Structure 
The following question that. comes to mind when loold11g at the SHS 
data. is: does tqe relative rnagrtitudes of the peaks·versus the minimum 
give any new information? In order to label the stn,1cttire the pea~ at 
"' 1.4 mV will be called N "" 2, the peak at 
., .85 mV N = 3, the peak at 
., .65 mV N = 4, etc • In Table VIU the ratio of the first three peak 
heights to the average minimum is displayed. The average minimum is 
used for data like Figure'31 where the minima are not the same due to 
the effect of the large d.c. current, When the d.c. current is.zero the 
minima are approximately equal. In all.cases the ratios are in good 
agreement with the difference between.the smallest and the largest being 
on t\le orq.er of so;, even when the d.c. current is on the order of .400 
µA (Sample 583 Jl). The conclusion h then drawn that the ratios of·the 
magnitt1de of the oscp.lations of the SHS. is independent of .the means of 
filament prqducti6n anci is independent of filament size. 
If one looks at the conductivity of the junction rather than the. 
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TABLE VIII 
RATIO OF PEAK HEIGHT TO AVERAGE MINIMUM 
N = 2 N • 3 N = 4 
534 J3 1.81 1. 71 1.45 
536 Jl 1.95 2.0 1. 72 
536 J2 2.0 2.15 1. 76 
536 J3 1.96 2.04 1. 74 
537 J2 1.98 2.0 1.69 
547 J2 1.88 1.85 1.51 · 
546 J2 1.94 1.97 1. 71 
583 Jl 1. 76 2.19 1.50 
588 Jl 1.9 1.81 1.38 
588 J3 1. 74 1.60 1.37 
589 J2 2.07 1.83 1.45 
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resistance, the SHS appears as a small oscillation on the background 
junction conductance, In Figure 32 the junction conductance is plotted 
as a function of voltage with the lower cu~ve being the conductance be-
fore aging and the upper curve the conductance after aging. Note the. 
lower curve scale is a fact:or of 100 less than the upper curve. Drawing 
a dotted line through the conductance minima (i.e., the resistance maxi-
ma on the dV/dI curves) gives the two curves a similar shape which is 
nearly flat from .6 mV to 2 mV, with the conductance of .the aged junc-
tion being increased by a factor of 200, This type of behavior is 
identical to the comparison of the conductance of two junctions of dif~ 
ferent resistance when measured prior to any aging. Table IX shows an 
order.of magnitude differenc~ in the V < 2~ conductance for two junc-
tions of dtfferent resistance. Thus, the conclusion is drawnthat.the 
order of magnitude change in the conductance iri Figure 32 is due to the 
change in conductance of the junction due to the aging process including 
the formation of the filament, The oscillatory behavior is due to the. 
superconducting properties of the lead films interacting through the 
filament. 
TABLE IX 
COMPARISON OF CONDUCTANCE·MINIMUM OF TWO JUNCTIONS 
Resistance at dV 0 min 
4.2 °K dI Max 
-1 Junction Ohms Ohms Ohms. 
539J2 26.9 507 1.97 x 10-3 
537~1 233 4320 1.88 x 10-4 
CONDUCTANCE 
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In Table VIII the ratio of the first three resistance maxima to the 
minima are dili:lplayed. Another resistance relationship of interest .;is · 
displayed in Figure 33 where the maxima are plotted as a.function of N 
number for a typical sample (534). This sample was chosen.due to its. 
large number of osctllations displayed, i.e., N = 7 whereas the oscilla-
tions for order of .N = 5 or higher cannot be seen in sa~ples with zero 
bias current. In Figure 33A the maxima are measured assuming the mini~ 
mum.of the dV/dI curve as zero. There is no correlation between the. 
N = 2 and N =.3 maxima, however, for N ~ 3 the maxima of the osc~lla-
tio~s behave as an exponential. The change in this region is d~e to .the 
change in background conductance in this region. In the region where 
the background cond~ctance is constant (N = 2, N = 3), there is not any . . 
relationship between the maxima. 
A feature of SHS which has been pointed out by other investigators 
(12,30) is that the peaks of the dV/dI .data do not coincidE;! with a per-
feet subharmonic series. This same.observation was made in this work 
along with the observation that the minima .do not follow a.perfect SH 
series, although they are more closely aligned with the SH series than 
are the maxima. Figure_34 displays the divergence from a.26/N series 
for both maxima and minima. The AV which is plotted in Figure 34 is 
AV = 26 26 N (ds) - N (data) 
where the 2Ad is 2.61 mV as measured from the density of states c4rve s . 
(see.Section B). The 26/N (data) if;; the .voltage measured directly from 
tqe data for each N. For any particular N 
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If either the maxima or minima were a true subharmqni~ series, ~V would 
be O for each N. Figure 34A is a plot of ~V versus N for the .maxima 
and Figure 34B is ·the same plot for the minima. The fact that the pe~ks 
are not a true series is obvious, however, the minima approach a true. 
series with the zero of Figure 34B shifted by approximately .06 mV •. 
Bright and Merrill (30) believe the struct~re is not a pure subharmonic 
due to the sloping background current. This cannot be the case since 
the SHS is a small.oscillation imposeq on the basic conductance curve.· 
The shape of the basic conductance curve is the same with and without. 
SHS (See Figure 32). 
4. Review of Some Models of Subharmonic· 
Structure 
A unified explanation of subharmonic.structure has yet to be pre-
sented. Many investigators (see references 10,11,12,28,30-36) are cog-
nizant of the problem and have attempted to present plausible theories 
but all of the theories proposed, including the most recent (28) and.the 
model for Dayem Bridges (12), require the formulation of two mo~els, one. 
for each of the .N even and Nodd series. A typical model (and most widely 
accepted) has been.proposed by Rowell and Feldmann (11) and will be re-
viewed here. In addition to the single-particle.tunneling current.in 
the junction there is an a.c. Josephson c~rrent which gives rise to 
microwave power of frequency v = 2eV/h. It is assumed that the shorts 
will give power. to the junction at N2eV where N is an integer .1, 2, 3, 
etc. This ac, field can interact :wtth the junction in two ways. 1) the 
ac field, when absorbed by the lead films, can break pairs creating 
quasiparticles in each film when Nhv = N2eV ~ 2e~. Thus, whenever the· 
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voltage is such that V = 2~/2N, pairs are broken and quasiparticles can 
tunnel. This is the even series. 2) Dayem and Martin observed that 
when an ac.field of frequency v was applied they observed current steps 
at eV = 2~ - NhvA. It was suggested to Rowell that similar interactions 
should occur for the a.c. Josephson radiation when Nhv = N2eV, Then 
eV = 2e~ - N2eV or V 2~/2N+l. This is the odd.series. 3) A third 
possibility involves a so called intermediate state. Briefly, the inter-
mediate state is due to the destruction of a pair in film 1, the excita-
tion of one resulting quasiparticle in film 1 and the other in film 2, 
then quasiparticle 1 tunnels to film 2 where it recombines with quasi~ 
particle 2 to reform a pair. The energy of this state is (eV+ 2~) -
2eV = 2~ eV. If the a.c. field exists in the junction then the energy 
is (eV + 2~) - (ZeV + N2eV) 2~ - (eV + N2eV). The expression for the 
amplitude of the pair current has the above energy in the denominator. 
Hence, the current maxima occur at 
eV + N2eV = 2A or eV 2~ 
2N+l 
This section can be summarized by quoting Rowell and Feldmann (11), "as, 
experimentally, the shapes of the odd and even str~ctures appear identi-
cal and their magnitudes are not appreciably different, it appears that 
a single.explanation of the whole.series is yet to be found." 
5. Conclusions on Subharmonic Structure 
The following conclusions can be drawn from this study on SHS. 
(1) !he SHS appears in junctions which have been aged changing 
their Q from 30 to~ 2. 
(2) The creation of a filament, although not necessarily a metallic 
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filament, is necessary for SHS. 
(3) The SHS pattern is totally in~ependent as to the method of fil-
ament creation. 
(4) The basic SHS is tqe sal!le foi: all junctions independent of· 
initial and final resistance., 
(5) The SHS in the dV/dI curve is a pertui:bation to the normal 
tunneling dV/dI behavior indicattng the current arises from two mechan~ 
isms, the tunneling and the.filament. 
(6) The SHS in tunneling junctions is identical to that in Dayem~ 
Bridges -(12). 
(7) The SHS-pattern is the same for both superconducting and non-
~uperconducting filaments. 
Another conclusion which was made by Bright and Merrill (30) but is 
important to this work is that the SHS has a temperature dependence 
identical to that of the energy gap t~roughout the range T < Tc. This 
is consistant with (7) in that the supercqnducting filaments would show 
a temperature dependence. This study has-developed a.means of systemat-
ically creating SHS in a good junction which has been characterized at 
0 both 4.2 K·and room temperature. !tis hoped that this work will en-
ha~ce the theoretical study of the phenomena. 
E. The Filaments Form~d 
1. Introduction 
The argument has been made that the filaments fqrmed during aging 
can be of either superconducting material or of material other than a 
supercqnductor_at least at T ~ 4.2°K. It should also be pointed out 
that filamiants can and have been fo~ed.by methods other than the normal 
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aging methods heretofore mentioned. These methods inclu9e an aging or 
a,diffusion proc;:ess in which a.relatively large current 'is passed-through 
the junction, a traumatic process in which a spurio~s electrical signal 
cause13 a severe short across· the junction, and finally f:U~ment~ which 
were formed due to incomplete or inhomogeneous oxidation dl,lring the 
fabrication process, Filaments of all types will be .discussed in this 
sectiqn with the appropriate formation method mentioned when known. In 
some.cases a combination of the above methoqs occur making the.true for-
mation pattern unknown, 
The,conclusions which will be drawn from the data·presented in this· 
sec~ion are 
1) during norm~l aging the oxide at the.edge of the junc;ion is a 
semiconductor which undergoes a change in resistivity cqanging a,region 
from a i;emiconductor to a metal, in some cases a ~uperconductiri.g metal, 
2) the change in tqe resistivity is enhanced by the·prei;ence of 
water vapor, 
3) when the ·filament is a superconducting material, evidence indi-
cates it ha~ a temperature dependence similar to bulk lead, however, 
4) it displays a critical current.density as much as three orders 
of magnitude larger than that of the .lead films used t;.o fabricate the 
junctions. 
2.. Wature of the Filament 
When the junction is aged extensively or when a traumatic ,process 
occl,lrs, the superconducting nature of the filament appears in the f.orm 
of a,zero bias current as is seen in Figure 35. 
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junction only, so the appearance of a current at V = 0 is due to either 
a superconducting element or a,d.c. Josephson current, which in most. 
cases is rul,.ed out by. the.test.discusse~ in a previous section (rot,ting 
the sample in a magnetic field, Chapter III, Section D-2). The zero 
bias currents range from a few microamps ··to. many milliamps depending on. 
the size ot: the filaments and, as will be seen below, the te'!llperature 
behavior of these filaments is similar to.that of bulk.lead~ 
During a regular aging process, it .is·believed.that filaments form 
at the edge of the jul'.).ctic;m which are not purely me~allic, but are of a 
semtconductor nature. The· reaso.n it, is believed that the formation is 
at the edg~ of the junction rather than in the bulk area is the sudden 
decrease. in the resistance of the .junction during aging combined with 
the.dependence of the water vapor, since the water vapor can only attac~ 
the,edge·of the junction.· Evidence that some of .the filaments are of a 
semiconductor material rather than metallic can be obtained by looking 
carefully at Tables VI and VII. Recall that when the junction Q is high, 
0 the 4.2 K resist:ance of .the junction is much larger than the room tern"'." 
perature resistance. In a number of .cases, after aging the 4.2°K·re-
sistance increased.over the room temperature resistance even though the 
Q wa!;! significantly decreased. The reader's attention is called .to 537 
in Table VI and VIL. After agiP,g, J3 showed a slight increase in re-
sistance in going from rc;>om t~mperature to 4.2°Kde~pite the fE1,ct t}:lat 
the Q is 2. 79. The resistance of J2 ot: 537 decreased only s_lightly in 
going from 300°K to 4.2°K·even though the Q was 2~11 and the resistance 
cha~ge due to aging was. 53%. Neither of these ju~ctions exhibit: a zero 
bias curre]:l;. This evidence of itself, is not.conclu!;!ive due t9 the 
multiple, interactions, taking place in the junctiot).. · One would be, remiss 
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not to point out the increase in resistance of 546 J3 even thou$h a 
small zero bias current was observed. However, it should also be.point-
ed out that the small initial resistance of the junction couid beon the 
order of .the normal resistance of the filament~ In this case, it is. 
much more difficult to predict what varied processes might take place. 
In the case of 536 the filaments appear to be in an intermediate.metal~ 
lie state. After aging the resistance of the junction decrel;).ses in 
going from 300°K to 4.2°K much like a normal metal. Yet one can assume 
that the change.in resistance.due to aging occurred at the junction 
edge since.the resistance was.reduced by 2 orders of magnitude in"' 1~ 
hours. The simple m9del thus generated for the junction after aging is. 
displayed irt Figure 36 where.the cross hatched region represents the 
connection area or filament. This model is simple in that it .assumes 
sq.uare edges· at the lead--lead oxide interface, a condition which proba-;-
bly does not exist. 
To gain further insight into the nature of the filaments and to 
seek a means of permanently protecting the junction, some. sampl. es were 
' ' 
submitted.to the oxidation process after they were fabrica,ted, a process 
which will be .referred to as the overlay process. The pictorial results. 
of su.ch a, process are illustrated in Figure 37 which is a cross. section-
al view of a junction. The results of these overlay processes were. dif-'-
ferent from those of normal ju11,ctic;,.n aging but gave evidence to the semi ... 
conductor behavior of the filament; The overlay for sample #549 was 
fabricated with a o2 pressure of 140 micron1:1 for 100 sec, and the aging 
data is displayed in Figure 38~ Irt Region A, the sa1Uple was in the 
plast:i,.c container used.to transfer the sal!l,ples from the dry box. The 
character:i,.stic increase in resistance can be. seen for j 1,mction 1 with a 
PbO ~=~ -----=----~ ! ~!~~~ ~ ~  ~~ 
W/1/}1 
PbO 
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decrease in resistance:in Region B where the junctions·were exposed to. 
the room atmosphere. In Regfon C the san.iples where i~ersed in.liquid· 
nitrogen causing a sl:i,ght.increase in resistance. It was this increase 
in resistance at _77°K that again gave evidence to tq,e semiconducting 
character of the filaments, sine~ it was·assumed that the oxid,e in re-
gion F of Figure 37 was.the mechanism for cqnduction. · Again this assump-
tion was made due.to the. rapid·decrea~e·in.resiatance as a funct:ion of 
ti.me._. In region D nitrogen gas :was b.eing blown over the surface of the. 
junctions, then the samples _were _innnersed in l_iqtiid µitrqgen again and_ 
then removed d:i,rect:ly into tlle ro9m atm~sphere, in region E, at :which 
t:ime frost: appeared on the sample chamber, a process which would have 
destroyed. normal junctic;ms. At ,po:i,nt }'. the junctions. :were immers.ed. in 
dis.tilled water _and were it\Ullediately destroyed. The results of aging 
sample /1551 are displayed in. Figures 39; 40 and. 41 ~ The original values . 
are listed, in Table X, 
TABLE X 
ORIGINAL RESISlANCE FOR SAMPLE 551 
R Room R 4.2°K Q 
Ohms Ohms 
Jl 342 741 ···14.6 
J2 280 541 4.93 
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Figure 40. Resistance Versus Time for Sample 551J2 
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Figure 41. Resistance Versus Time for Sample 551J3 
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It is interesting to note that the Q va+ue for Jl and J2 are.somewhat 
low yet ::no _SHS or zero bias cur+ent :was found, indicating the effect .. of 
the ove+lay on the conduct:f...on •. The sudden decrease iri. resistanc~ at 
., .• 5 hours in Figure. 39· repreaents a tra1.,1matic proces1;1 occurring due to . ·. . , ' . ' 
the inadvertent: switching of · a voltage , to the junction. This idea is 
substantiated by,the presence of a ze+o bias current which does not ap-
pear in junctions 2 or ·3, the d,ta o:1; which is displaye4 in Figur~s 40 
and 41. The resistance points irt Figure 40 were monitqred by the dV/dI 
measurement to OQtain a tr1.,1e decay picture. The major difference be-
tween this overlay dataand normal agi~g data is twofold. F:i,.r!=lt, there 
is a sharp rise in resista"Q.ce followed by an exponential like behavior. 
Tl).e sudden change in.conductivity of the ove+lay region i~ :probably due 
to a change in the stoichiometry of tQe oxide in this region. Note. that 
the resistance incr:eases•to a value near·th~t.of·the 4.2°K resistance 
va.J,.ue. The sudden decrease at .. ;1.25 hours is.like that occurring irt a 
normal decay, with again theA.2°K'res:i,.stance showing only a slight de-. 
crease. Both J2 and J3 did not .. exhibit any zero bia.s current, ho~ever, · 
all three ju~ctions displayed.SHS of the:same_pattern'as discussed· 
earlier.· The second significant difference.in the overlay _data.and nor-
mal aging da;a appears in Section B of all, three f:i,.gures, 39, 40 and 41. 
Here the :junctions were removed. from the liquic;l helium directly into the 
room atmosphere without war~up in t11e helium boil o'ff gas~ The rel.ative 
humidity of .the room was ·34%. · Of mcinuiµental ··significance is the fact 
that the junctic;ms did ·not innnediately ,become shorted but; underweil; · a 
normal decay pattern even tho1.,1gh the sa~ple.was covered with frost. The 
rapid. part of the decay did occ'l,lr at , 0. 5 hqurs · a~ opposed to 1. ?S hours . 
for the previous ·decay. The filaments formed were superconduct:ing as . 
indica:ted.by a zero bias cµrren~ and a decrease in.resi~tanc;e in.going 
0 
from rooll). ~eml?erature.to 4~2 K •. 
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Another very qu~litative anc:l naive ext)erit11ent.which proved tb,e ef, 
feet of wa~er _on le~d was perform~d in the follewing manner. Three. 
identical samples of lea-9·were etched.in a l:l·so],ution of ,acet:J.c acid' 
and hyd;ogen perqxide. · One sample 'tl7as ·placed ,in a helium ga~ atmosphere_, 
a .second· sample, was place4 in the room at1µ0sphere, and; the th_ird :sample 
was pla~ed in a vi~l containing some.deionized water. After a pertod of 
several montq.s the sample in t:he,helium gas·was,s~ill moderately c],~an, 
the ;sample iri .air had a surfl!lce la:yer of bla,ck; blue; and grey forei.gn · 
sul;,stance, .but arounc:l ;he. sample ,in, the deionized water at~s,phere was a, 
powder like yel.low substance which looks· simila_r to the PbO powder, pllr.-. 
chased commereial];y. ·Th.is seems to -be, a simple but strong. indicatic:m 
that:· the water aided· in the ,growth '·of, a leaq oxide-like mater:i,.al. 
At1other, possible .mechanis.m for .filament formatiqn may. be. similar to tlie · 
reactiqn in, a battery, (37). ·The, const,ituents -of- a· ba~tery · are two ,plates 
of. lead, one. of which is · coli! t:ed with a layer of Pb02 _,> ittll,nersed in ,;a solt,1":" 
tion of dilut:e su],furic -actd ~ • It is possible that th.e water vapor , coulcl 
act. as ··a cat:a],yst , for a. similar reaction be,twe~n the lead, lead oxide 
and impurities in t~e ait or impur:J.ties 9n the surface of the lead~ 
A question .as to,the cqp.stltue~ts 9~ the.filall).ent arises when it is· 
superconducting, i.e., :i;s it; pure lead_ or is it an alloy, ,or is it lead 
with s~me impuritie~~ · The resultsiof·the measur~ment.of the critical 
current, I~, as ·;a ft1nct:ion of temperature indicate_ the supercondv.cting 
filament~'.are pur~ le~d.' Th~·tem:perature:of·the sample was·varied as· 
described in 9hapter. II,- Section I, : and was ''measured using, the 26. of· the 
junctio-q as the thermometer. From ~~S (38) theory A,is approximated b.y 
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(Il!-14) 
For this work the c0ns,tant was determined by ,measuring 215. on the _dV /dJ,. 
measurement.using the.minii:qum o! ;he.resistance spike as 215., and.deter-
mining the bo:f,ling point o:f; the .helium by -measu:r;ing ~he .barometr:tc pres-
sure •. Once, the constant was determined ;for a. particul~r junctio.n, the · 
t~perature,can be determined by. measuring 215. and·solv:tng Equation 
• ' I • • 
(III-14) for T •. The results for sample 589 ~ 'displayed in Figure 4~, in-
dicat~Lth.e ci;itic;al current approache~· zero ,as 'T approaches. Tc of bulk 
lead, which in turt). implie~ that. the filament is lea~l. . In this sample·. 
the d.c. J(;lsephson·current was zero,_·and there was,no effect.due to 
• ' ' I ' 
trapped flux, as is ind:i;cated by, the data points labeled by a s,quare. A 
. . . ' 
mµnber of measu;emet;tts on similar .samples yielded the same resu,lts :even ... 
though the filaments ·on •. some, samples were generated _by passing a large 
curre~t: throug4 the sample. II?- other words, when.the filaments.are 
.•. 
superconducting they are lead iridepenc;lent pf the pro<ress.of·creation. 
The resulfs of these.measurements are c~nsi~te11t witl) t:hol:!e of,Yeong-du 
Song, and Rochlin (39) ·who mea~ured the :crit~cal current as a fut1ctiQn of, 
temperature for microbridges made·of tin. . . . 
3. :Meas.urement of F:Uament Size 
The met;hoQ of determining the filamen~ size ~s a sul>ject worthy of 
discussion since it bears he~vily in th,e dis.cussiai;i of the resqlts :of 
the critical current.density sectio~. Since.the very term critical C\J:r"" 
rent in;i.plies su.percQnductivity in this text, tqe size is measured o~ly 
fC>r the filaments .which e:ithibit a zero bias c1:1rrent ., The fi:J..amen; · area 
•> 
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R PL. = A' 
PL 
= R' (III-:15) 
0 
as~uming pis the room temperature resistivity of bulk lead, L = 40A, 
and R is the .room temperature resistanc¢ of the filament. One can as-
sume ·.that· the resistance one m~asures ·is due to the resistance of the 
insulating barrier and the resistance.of the filament, the two being in 








where ~ and R0 are. the resis.tance of the filament ,and the oxide respec-. 
tively. The aging e~periments indicate thatover any short period of 
time, Le.,< 10 hours, the 1resietance due to the oxide does not change 
appreciably. This is also born out by Yanson and Albegova.(25). Thus, 
assumi11g the oxide contribution to.the resistance measurement remains 
constant, the filament resistance is 
(III-17) 
where R. is the room temperature junction resistanc;e prior to aging anc:l 
0 
RT.is the junction resistance after .the filament formation. If the 
change in R is on the order of three orders .of mc:1.gnitude, R0 » .. ~ and 
~ .. ~. It has been shown that the critica,1 current. of the filament be"'.' 
haves 'like bulk lead, thus using p of bulk lead in Equatiol) (III-15) is 
a .valid assumption. Some,resu],ts of the .filament size .measurements.are 
displayed in Table Xf. 
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TABLE XI 




Sample Current c 2 DiaReter 
Number (Amps) (Amps/m) ( ) 
539-1 2.75 x 10-6 3 x 1010 40 
547-2 1.5 x 10-5 2.54 x 1012 27 
546-2 2.2 x 10-5 5.27 x 1011 73 
546-3 3.0 x 10-5 7.43 x 1011 72 
546-1 9.20 x 10-4 1.89 x 1013 79 
532-3 1.15 x 10-3 1. 93 x 1013 87 
534-1 3.63 x 10 -3 2.54 x 1013 135 
539-1* 8.0 x 10-3 . 8·,l ·x 1013 112 
480-3 9.2 x 10-3 9.9 x 1012 340 
538-1 1.25 x 10 -2 6·~43 x 10 13 157 
538-3 1.3 x 10 -2 7.67 x 1013 147 
534-3 1.5 x 10-2 2.65 x 1013 268 
538-2 1. 7 x 10 -2 1.07 x 1014 142 
532-2 2.5 x 10-2 1. 92 x 1014 130 
547-3 3.4 x 10-2 1.9 x 1014 150 
588-·3, l.37·x 10 -4 12 1.61 x 10 .... 104 
589-2 5.3 x 10-5 2.99 x 1012 150 
*This data was taken after the junction was submitted to a trau-. 
matic electrical discharge. 
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4. Critic~! Current Density for Lead Filaments. 
It ha1;1 heel). pointed\out by Hue9ener (40) and others'(29) that films 
of type I · SUJ?ercQnduc;:tor1:1 wit~ a thickness les_s than the coherence 
lengt~ have· proper;ies w~icl:i. are. simil.'.;lr to those of, a type +I s~pel;'c;:onr , 
dµctor. Hemce, a determinati,on of the ,crit:i,cal ,current density of .. tlle 
lead films _in the junctioQ. wa~ made~ The cri~i,cal ,curre.nt in t:he .film 
was measured by making a junct;:io-p.,without the oxide formation proc~1:1s, 
0 
then .the !-:"V charact;:eristics "'7er~ measured at 4. 2 K. With the A proQe 
met;:hod,being used on t}.le jur:>,ctiqn area, a current was ·flowing wit~ V = 0, 
across 'the junct:ion area. Wh~n the stripe went normal, the cul;'rent level 
thell decreased, 1:10 the .maximum c~rreQ. t wa1:1 the . cri ti,cal .. current. The 
thickness .of the films were obtaine.d by mea~uring the,roomtemperature 
resistanc~ of the film and calcµlatirig t, -thickness, from.Equation 
(:l:II-15) where A = t ,x w. The Width:, w, anq. length, L, of the films 
were .me.as~re4 wit~ a traveli,ng mi,croscope. , The resqlts .of the measure ... 
ments; displayed. in TaQl,e XII, are· quit:e CQnsiste·nt for 6 g.ifferent films ,· 
formeq on t'tyo different substrates.· The cri,~ic~l current density, J , ' c 
for the filaments in· aged .j unctiqns are· displayed in Table XI. The . 
criti,cal,current for the junction ~as.detet:"mined·by.measu:r:ing the cµr-
rent .. level. in the I-V plot corresponding to ;the· appearance. of a .voltt:1ge 
across the junctioµ. The· significant pe;,i~t of this part: ·of .the experi-
ment is .the inor4inately large,value.s for J· co~pared to the. values of .. ' . . . . . . --c ..... ' 
Jc for the .films. · To get some feeling for the. relation~hip between tlJe · 
J for:. the: f:i,lms .and the filaments, .one can look at: the: ci;-itical ct,1rren,t · 
c. 
de'Qsities of Dayem Bridges, whi,ch are·an,intermediate step between the 
two extremes. 9hen et al. .(41) d:f,.d nqt·calculat:e a.crit~cal current 
densit;:y fo;- their lead bridges, but one.c~n be infe.rred, from t:he,numbers 
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TABLE XII 
CRITICAL CURRENT DENSITY OF FILMS 
Stripe Stripe Deposition Jc 
Junction Resis. Thickness 0 Rate X 1010 am~ II Ohms R A/Sec 
m 
Jl-544 59.17 n 1338 67 3.85 
J2-544 56.82 1288 64.4 3.23 
J3-544 52.36 1297 64.85 3.81 
Jl-543 43.5 1525 50.83 3.39 
J2-543 43.75 1574 52.47 3.07 




they do provide. They report that th~ir f:i,lms are 1oooi thick, and the 
conetruction of the br:i,dge .. is_· 2µ . or less, which makes the bridge ·area 
2 m, The maximumd.c, supercurrent for one sarµple.was 570 ma. 
12 2 and thus J =·3 x 10 A/m, a value which is consistent with the data 
c 
in Table XI, 
One. might make the arguI11ent .that _the filament is not pure. lead in 
the room temperature. state but rathe.r a lead core surrounded by a non-. 
superconducting outer.layer which is.conducting. Then the total area 
measured would actually. be larger than the.true lead filament area. How-
ever, using a.too large .area.in the cal.culation of J would decrease· 
c 
rather than.increase the value of J , thus not ,explaining the orders of ' . . c ' ' 
magnitude too large critical cu~rent density. 
In another attempt to e~pla~n the critical current density a com-
parisort was made betweep. the critical current observed anq. the.critical. 
currents preq.icted from Silsbee's current (42), which is 
I = 5rH 
c c 
where Ic is critical cur;rent, .r is the.radius of.the wire in cm, and He 
is th,e critical field.in oer~teds, Realizing that 1 amp turn/cm =1.257 
oersted~, a11d taking He for lead to be.803 oerst~ds, one can calculate 
a .radius for the filamenL For one sample Uf480.:.,;J3) the calculated 
. 0 0 
Silsbee rad:i,us is 576A, and tqe measured radius is 340A. For a.nother 
0 
sample, (If 546-2) the calculated Silsbee, radius is 1. 38A, and the measured 
0 0 
:i,s 73A, , Using 500 oersted £or H , the approximate value at, T = ,4.2 K, 
' c '. ' 
does not improve.the agreement. Clearly, the.filament cannot be.thought 
of as a.wire in the sense of Silsbee rule. Howev,e:t, Lynton (29) points 
out that Sl\1811er sall).ples remain supercondu.cting with much higher currents. 
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tha,n those calculate.d from Silsbee' s rule. 
5. Summary 
The resul,ts indicate that during the.aging process filaments a,re 
formeq at the edge of.the junction which are either semiconducting or 
superconducting in nature. Whei;1 a junctiqn with a semiconducting fila-. 
ment is aged.to a greater degree the filament evel}tua],ly becemes a super~ 
conducti,ng. The chemistry involved .in the filament fortnation is.complex 
and unknown but, does .require the presence of water or at least ·water 
vapor •. 
The critical current densities,of the filaments in this study were 
in some cases three orders of magni,tude greater than the.critical cur.,-
rent densities of the films thetllselyes. As ,has been seen in this SE!c-
tion, this·. phenomenon cannot, be explained by considering the simple 
Silsbee current in wire. Lynton,(29) points out that small•satllples re-
main.superconducting at much higher currents than the Silsbee current. 
Some work has. been. done to ob.tain high criti.cal. currents in alloys for 
use in superconducting magnets. However, th,e temperature depende'Q:Ce of 
the.filaments in th,is work indica;e tq.ey are not alloys. It·should be 
further noted that the diameter of t~e filaments is actually larger than 
the length, so rather than a filament, thE! region is a contact arE!a. 
' ' 
Obviously, more work needs to be do'Q.e ipthis area, but the technologi-
cal significance of having a connection capable of current densitie~ of 
this order.of magnitude is obvious. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
The supercc;mducting tunneling phenomenon has contributed greatly to 
tqe basic understanding of superconducting materials 'by providing an ex-
ce+lent tool to measure the energy .gap and 0th.er parameter~ (22) associ-. 
at:ed with superconductivity. It.was the scope of this stu4y to contri-
bute tq the .understanding of the tunneling phenomenon by determining 
some of the characterist:ics of the oxide barrier by measurement and by 
inducing anomalies in the tunneling process in lead-lead_oxide-lead, junc-
tions. 
One,characte~istic ·that was measured directly was.the thickness of 
the oxide barrier. It _was found.that.all junctions regardless of .their 
0 
resistance had an oxide barrier thickness on the order of 3SA. Since 
junctions exhibit resist.ances varying over thr~e orders of magnitude 
with all of the barriers being the· same thickness, it is conclude.d that 
the oxide behaves like a semiconduct:or •. That is during the oxidation 
proc~dure a certain cut .. off thickness is · reached after which time the 
oxide is doped by the addition of more oxygen, changing its st:oic~iometry 
and resistivity. 
The anomalies in the tunneling process were induced by aging the 
• .. 
junctions'at room,temperat~re •• It ,wa~ found that after a period of time 
which depends on· the water vapor cc;mtent of the ambient, a. sudden de"'.:' 
crease in resistance occurs which corresponds to the formation of a fil~ 
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ament ~etween the two lead films ma~ing up the junction.· Depending on 
the extent of .the aging proce.ss, these filaments ranged:from.a semicon, 
ducting .nature to a superconduct.ing (lead) path. 
A study of the superconducting filaments found th?t they exhibit a 
CJ;"itical current density two to three orders of magnitude .greater than 
the cr:i,ticql current density of the films composing the junction, yet 
their diameters were an.order of magnitude.smaller than the film thick-. 
ness. 
In all cases when a. filament .was formed, subharmonic, structure ap-
peared in the .voltage range.below the energy gap. This subharmonic;. 
structu1;e depends only on tqe sul?ercondu~ting pro1>erties of the films 
making up the junction,. not .on the properties' of the filament, This 
study provides an.excellent tool for .future invest:i,gators to use to 
study subharmenic structure, a pro9lem .which needs more theoretical. and 
experimental work. 
It is also felt that this worl,c makes a major contribution to the 
technology of the superconduct:i,ug t\lnneling phenomenon in the following 
way. The Pb/PbO/Pb system is advantageous to use because the transition 
temperature of lead is 7.2°K and the.boiling te.mperature of helium isr 
0 4.2 K. Hence, the lead system can.be studied witl:iout elaborate appara-
tus to further cool the helium. However, the lead junctions have proven. 
to be very.unstable at ro~m temperatures and in normal room environment!jl 
due.to their destr'l,lction in the presence o:f; water vapor. This.study then 
contributes .an understanding to this fault and will perhaps lead to a 
solution ,which wil+ make the .Pb/PbO/Pb junctions much more re~iable in 
technological systems, 
This work s.uggests a number of interef';ting areas of study which 
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wou:).d enhance the understanding of the tunneling phenomenon. First, it 
wa$ discovered that when the sample,was in a cqamber through which helium 
gas ·was passing, the ,sudden decrease injunction resistance occurred in 
a relatively short.period of time. It is known that this helium gas WEJ.S 
not. pun~ and. certainly not dry in the sense that no water vapor existed •. 
It is suggest;:ed then that this ·experb1ent be performed by passing the 
helium thrqugh an oxygen, Gettering Furnace such as the Centorr Model 2-:S. 
to obtain.a pure dry inert gas atmosphei;-e in wqich to age the junction, 
This will then allow one to see.the decay.of the junction without.the 
presence of o2, N2 or C impurities or water vapor, 
This study now offers a means by.which subharmonic.structure in 
tunneling ,between two different super9onductors'could be investigated. 
It ,is proposed that a Pb/PbO/Sn _junction be fabricated and aged, .in the 
same manner as was. done in this work. The aging of this system would .. 
give further insight into the mechanism for aging Pb/PbOYPb tunneling 
junctions, and a compar:i,.son of the critical current densities of the 
filaments would be· interel:ltin,g. • The· ~uestion that arises is would the 
filaments be lead, tin.or an alloy?' 
Finally, now that the ,behavior of the tunneling junctions in the. 
normal room ambient is better understood, one can attempt to ion implant 
the.lead films with ferromagnet:i,c ,ions, and then use the tunneling 
phenomenon to study the effect of thi$ implantation. · Prior tc;, this 
study, the tu~neling prope:i;-t::ies were destroyed while the sample.was 
undergoing the ,ion implantat~on procef'is. The effect of the ferromagnetic · 
ions· on. the superconducting propert;:ies .,of the lead is not well under-, 
stoo<;l, but the tunneling phenomenon is a powerful tool'to aid in thi$ 
understanding. 
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APPENDIX 
In Chapter III, SectionA-3, a qua<;lrati,c eqµation with p0 , the.lead 
oxide resistivity, as the variab.le is deveJ,.ope<;l, Equation III-11 is·· 
tT K 1 
[ (-p - -:- R) R c ,] = 0 • 
Pb T J 
(A-1) 
In ,Equaticm (A-lt 
Po = lead.oxide resistivity, 
Ppb = bulk lead resistivity= 19~8 x 10-
6 ·ohm cm, 
tT = total thickness of lead film before oxidation, 
K length divided by the width o~ the film, 
= total resistance ·of the lead film after oxidation, 
RJ the .room temperature junction resistance, 
C' = the junction area ,which is th,e wi<;lth of SO times the width 










A-1 h.as solutions 
tT K 1 
c = [(~ - R) R C'J, 
Pb T J ·,,.._ 
../1 4ac 
' 
,b ± b - b2 
x = 2a 
-4ac Letttng y = ---r'"' one can use,the binomial ex~ansion 
b 
~ 1 1 2 · 
(1 + y) = l ,+ 2y ... sY • • •. 









0 -6 = 920A = 9.2 x 10 cm 
= 40 ohms 
= 18 
-6 ohm cm = 19.8 x 10 
= 392 ohms 
1.1 x 10-3 2 -, cm 
.0348 1 = 2 2' ohm cm 
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2.55 x 109 --~--2 
ohm· c~ 
11,5 
-5.45 x 10-11 
h . h · b·. 1 d +l s· ~4ac · 11 d 1 i i w ic is etween. - an . • ince --r'"" is so sma . compare . to t s 
b 
a good.approximation to replaqe,the radical by 
1 2ac. - --2 • 
b 
Then, Equati\'.m (A-3) becomes 
-b ± b [1 - 2.ac] 
.. · . b2 
x = 
2 
Taking the plus root· of,; Equation (A..-4), 














tT . K 1 . 
[(- - -) --,-] 
P L RC Pb ~1-' 'J' 
If) one. assumes tb,e -m.inµs rQot o~ ~quation (A:-4) 
X, = 
x = 
.,,.b -b + 2ac . ; .· t, . 
2 or 
2 
-b + c 1 
anq. X = b 
b 
1 






. 2 • 




However, Ppb "',10-6, and,c is< 10 in,all c~ses making c pJ!b2 <~ 1 which 
implies that p O = pPb •. This is physically impossible fo.r the junction 
resistances that ;are .ob,served •. llence,, the plu~ root of Equation (A-4) 
is the ,proper so~utio1:1. 
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